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George W. Leeson is Co-Director of the Oxford Institute of Population Ageing at the University of Oxford and a senior research fellow in Demography at the University of Oxford. He is also Senior Research Fellow at Kellogg College, Oxford, as well as being a member of the Oxford Martin School. Dr Leeson’s main research interests are in the socioeconomic–demographic aspects of ageing populations, covering both demographic modelling of population development and the analysis of national and international data sets. Dr Leeson is responsible for the Global Ageing Survey carried out in three waves in more than 20 countries in Europe, North and South America and Asia, and including approximately 45,000 people aged 40–79 years. His other research includes the inequalities of global ageing, and the demography of Europe and Latin America. Dr Leeson is currently in receipt of a British Academy International Partnership and Mobility Award working with colleagues at the University of Guanajuato-Leon in Mexico in social demography, and as a demographic expert he is a member of the European Commission’s team to develop a strategy for DG SANCO’s policy and legislative framework to deliver on EU food safety and nutrition to 2050.
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Andy Mason is Professor of Economics, University of Hawaii at Manoa and Senior Fellow at the East–West Center, Honolulu, Hawaii. He is a member of the Center for the Economics and Demography of Aging (CEDA) at the University of California, Berkeley. He co-directs the National Transfer Accounts (www.ntaccounts.org) network, an international project involving researchers from more than 35 countries developing a comprehensive approach to measuring and studying the changes in population age structure and the generational economy in both rich and poor countries. His current research is concerned with the economic life cycle, intergenerational issues, and the effects of population change on development, economic growth, and public and private transfer systems.
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Allan M. Parnell is a demographer and Vice President of the Cedar Grove Institute for Sustainable Communities, a not-for-profit research organization located outside Mebane, North Carolina. He received his AB with Honors in Geography, and his MA and PhD in Sociology, all from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Prior to his current position, he was a visiting research associate at the East–West Center in Honolulu, Research Associate for the Committee on Population at the National Academy of Sciences, and member of Duke University's sociology faculty. He has been the principal investigator on grants from the National Institutes of Health, including the National Institute on Aging.

Paola Profeta is Associate Professor of Public Economics at Bocconi University, Research Fellow of Dondena and Econpubblica and Research Affiliate of CESifo. Her research interests are in the field of public economics, in particular social security, political economy, gender economics and comparative tax systems. She has published in international journals, among which are *European Economic Review*, *Economic Journal*, *Oxford Economic Papers*, *Economic Policy*, *Journal of Public Economic Theory*, *International Tax and Public Finance*, *European Journal of Political Economy* and *Public Choice*. She regularly writes in the Italian newspaper *Il Sole 24 Ore*.

Nélida Redondo is a research sociologist and professor at the University ISalud and is also a specialized adviser on ageing of the population and on Argentina’s elderly population’s living conditions at the National Institute of Statistics and Censuses (INDEC). She holds a BA in Sociology from the University of Buenos Aires (1972) and an MA in Sociology from de Latino America Faculty of Social Sciences (FLACSO) (1990). She earned her doctorate ‘summa cum laude’ in Social Sciences from the University of Buenos Aires in 2006. Dra Redondo is author of articles, books and chapters in international handbooks related to the field of sociology of ageing and population ageing.

Mariano Sánchez, Professor of Sociology at the University of Granada in Spain and Visiting Scholar in the Department of Agricultural Economics, Sociology and Education at the Pennsylvania State University (2012–13), has been Technical Coordinator of the Spanish Social Network of Experiences with Intergenerational Relations in the period 2005–12, former co-editor of the *Journal of Intergenerational Relationships*, and member of the Management Committee of the International Consortium for Intergenerational Programmes. He has co-authored chapters on intergenerational relationships in two recent White Papers on active ageing published in Spain. Professor Sánchez co-directs the online course Qualification of Intergenerational Work Professionals.
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Bert Vrijhoef is Professor of Health Systems and Policy at the National University of Singapore and Professor of Chronic Care at the Scientific Centre for Care and Welfare, Tilburg University, the Netherlands. He is principal investigator of studies on chronic
care management, telemonitoring, advanced nursing and redesigning healthcare delivery in the Netherlands, other European countries and Singapore. He has written over 150 scientific publications and was awarded the International Harkness Fellowship by the Commonwealth Fund in 2008. He holds an MSc in Health Policy & Management from the Erasmus University Rotterdam and a PhD in Medical Sociology from Maastricht University.

Jeni Warburton is the John Richards Chair in Rural Aged Care Research at La Trobe University in Wodonga, Victoria, Australia. Jeni has 20 years’ experience of research into social policy, particularly relating to issues associated with an ageing population. Her main areas of expertise are in healthy and productive ageing; as well as volunteering and community, with her current research focusing on ageing in rural communities.

Anthony Webb is a research economist at the Center for Retirement Research at Boston College. He earned his doctorate in economics from the University of California, San Diego, in 2001. He holds a BA in industrial economics from the University of Nottingham, UK (1975) and an MA in economics from the University of Manchester, UK (1994). Before beginning his doctorate, Dr Webb was employed by the British government, providing policy advice on taxation of personal savings. His published work includes investigations of the impact of pension type on the age of retirement and a number of studies of retirement asset decumulation.

Ed Westerhout is affiliated with the University of Amsterdam, Department of Macro and International Economics, as a researcher and teacher of the Macroeconomics course and the Public Finance and Fiscal Policy course. He is also affiliated with CPB Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, as a researcher in the field of pensions. He is a research fellow at Netspar. Also, he regularly publishes blogs on his website http://edwesterhout.nl. Previously, he has been affiliated with the research department of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the University of Amsterdam, where he then has been teaching economic growth, monetary and fiscal policies. At CPB, he has been leader of projects on ageing, pension reform and the healthcare sector. Ed Westerhout has published in leading academic journals such as *Economica, Health Economics* and *International Tax and Public Finance*. 
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